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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f(t) = CL0 a$ b e a polynomial of degree < n with coefficients in 
a field F of characteristic zero. If s is an integer >, n + 1, then 
f(s) - (, s. l)f(s - 1) + (, L $6 - 2) - *** +(-lW(O) = 0.U-1) 
Consider the F-homomorphism f * : F[X] + F given by f*(X’) = f(r), 
Y = 0, 1, 2,... . (1.1) implies thatf*(X - l)s = 0 for all integers s 3 n + 1. 
In other words,f* vanishes on the ideal generated by the element (X - l)n+l 
in F[X]. Conversely, let f * : F[X] --f F be an F-homomorphism which 
vanishes on the ideal generated by the element (X - l)“+l.‘Let ai = f *(X - l)i, 
i = 0, 1) 2 ,..*, n. Then the polynomial 
f(t) = i ai (i), 
i=O 
where (i) = ‘(’ - I)(’ yz’, ::: i’ - ’ ’ ‘) 
has degree < n in t and f*(X”) =f(~) for integers Y = 0, 1,2,... . Thus 
the polynomials f(t) of degree < n can be regarded as F-homomorphisms 
f * : F[X] + F which vanish on the ideal generated by the element (X - l)n+l. 
Every F-homomorphism F[X] ---f F is essentially a map from the set of 
elements 1, X, X2,... to F. Now the elements 1, X, X2,... form an associative 
multiplicative system with unity M, say. So we can say that polynomials 
of degree < n with coefficients in F are maps M ---f F which, when extended 
by *linearity to the ring whose elements are finite formal sums CaVEF u,.X’, 
vanish on the ideal generated by the element (X - I)n+l. We wish to 
generalize such maps. 
* The work reported here forms Chapter I of the author’s doctoral thesis which 
was submitted to the University of Exeter, Exeter, England in March, 1966. The 
author was a Commonwealth scholar at Exeter from October, 1963 to June, 1966. 
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Given a monoid (an associative multiplicative system with unity) M and 
a ring R with unity, we define the monoid-ring R(M) in the standard way. If N 
is a left R-module and f : M - N is a map, then f can be extended by 
linearity to an R-homomorphism f* : R(M) + N. We say that f is a left 
R-polynomial map of degree < n if f * vanishes on AL& , where AM,R is 
the augmentation ideal of M. We shall be concerned only with the case in 
which R is the ring 2 of rational integers. The problem of calculating 
Z-polynomial maps on finitely-generated Abelian groups can be easily 
reduced to finding the structure of the Abelian groups P,(M) =Z(M)jALj> g 
Z @ E’,(M), where pn(M) = A,,,/A$TL . We also set Qn(M) = A>,,/A&Ti. 
In this work we determine, for various cases, the structure of the Abelian 
groups p%(M) and Q%(M) which we call polynomial groups. 
In Section 8 we give a number-theoretic application of these ideas. If p 
and /” are given integers, we calculate all the integer-valued polynomialsf(t) 
of degree < n which satisfy 
P IAt + P> -f(t) for all integers t. 
The functions pn and Qn, which associate with every Abelian group M, 
Abelian groups p%(M) and QJM) respectively, can be regarded as functors 
from the category of Abelian groups to the same category. Investigations 
concerning this aspect of pfi and Q,, will be reported in a subsequent paper. 
2. POLYNOMIAL MAPS ON MONOIDS AND GROUPS 
2.1. Monoid, Monoid-ring and Augmentation Ideal 
A monoid M is a set with an associative multiplication such that there is 
an element e, called the identity of M, which satisfies ex = xe = x for 
all x in M. 
Obviously every group is a monoid. 
If M is a monoid and R is a ring with unity, we define the monoid-ring 
R(M) in the standard way. The elements of R(M) are finite formal sums 
c ,.ER,eeMr~. Addition and multiplication are defined as follows: 
R(M) can be considered as a left R-module by setting Y(~~~~,~~~sx) = 
C rsx, Y E R. The R-homomorphism E : R(M) -+ R given by E(C TX) = 2 r 
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is called the unit augmentation. We denote the kernel of E by A,,, . It is 
a two-sided ideal of R(M) and is called the augmentation ideal of M (relative 
to R). 
The following proposition is obvious: 
2.2. PROPOSITION. The left R-module A,,R is free. The elements x - e, 
x E M, x f e, form a basis of A,,, . 
We prove a simple result about the monoid-ring and augmentation ideal 
of the direct sum of two monoids. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. If M and N are two monoids, then there is .a ring 
isomorphism 
a : R(M ON) + R(M)(N) 
which maps AMON,R onto the idealgenerated by A,,Re, and AN,ReM in R(M)(N) 
where e, = the identity of M and eN = the identity of N. 
Proof. We define 
O1 2 rxy ( 1 = C (rxly, rcu 
YEN 
where (on the right-hand side) rx is regarded as an element of R(M). It is 
easy to check that (Y is a ring isomorphism. Let z E AMON,R . By (2.2) 
z = LR.~EM,,,~~ 4v - wd. Therefore 
a(z) = c {(rx)y - (%f)eN) = c i(r(x - %deN f @x)(y - eN)) 
which belongs to the ideal generated by A,,,e, and AN,ReM. A general 
element of the ideal generated by AMeReN in R(M)(N) is a sum of elements 
of the type 
= C (v2r3x&2 - ehf)x3) YI Y3 
= 01 ( C r1r2r3(w3x3 y1 y3 - W3YlY34 E ~AMBN,R)- 
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A general element of the ideal generated by AN,ReM in R(M)(N) is a sum of 
elements of the type 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
Let M be a monoid, R a ring with unity and N a left R-module. Every 
map f : M -+ N can be extended to an R-homomorphism, also denoted by f, 
from R(M) to N by setting 
2.4. DEFINITION. A map f : M + N is called a left R-polynomial map 
of degree < n if f vanishes on AbyR . 
2.5. EXAMPLES. (a) Let M be the infinite cyclic monoid generated by 
X, N = R = F, a field of characteristiczero. In this situationF(M) = F[X], 
the ring of polynomials with coefficients in F; AM,F = the ideal generated 
by the element X - 1 in F[XJ; AZ; = the ideal generated by (X - l)‘t+’ 
in F[X]. This is the case described in the introduction. 
(b) Let M be as in (a), R = N = 2 the ring of integers. A polynomial 
g(r) with rational coefficients is called an integer-waked polynomial if g(r) is 
an integer whenever Y is an integer. It is well known that every integer- 
valued polynomial g(r) of degree < n can be written as g(r) = C& (I) ai , 
ai E 2. Let g(r) = Cy=, (;) ai be an integer-valued polynomial of degree < n. 
Since the elements (X - l>i, i = 0, 1,2,... form a basis of Z[X], we can 
define a homomorphism f : Z[X] + 2 by setting 
f(X-l)i =ai, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n 
0,i > 71 + 1, 
and linearity. Consider the map OL : M + Z given by a(Xr) = f(X”). We 
extend (Y by linearity to Z(M). Then clearly 
a(X - l)i = f(X - l)i 
s 0 for i>n+l. 
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Hence OT is a Z-polynomial map of degree < 71. Also conversely, iff : M + 2 
is a Z-polynomial map of degree < 71, then it must satisfy 
f(XT) =f(X - I + 1)’ 
=f(go(:)wY) 
=i(:)f(X-l)i ((I) =0 ifi>r) 
where ai =f(X - l>i, i = 0, 1) 2 ,..., n. 
Thus every Z-polynomial map f : M -+ 2 of degree ,< n determines an 
integer-valued polynomial of degree < n. 
2.6. Polynomial Modules 
Let M be a monoid and R a ring with unity. The ideals AL,R (where we 
take ALsR = R(M)) form a descending sequence of ideals in R(M). We 
define two sequences P,(M), Qn(M) of left R-modules by setting 
We call these modules polynomial modules (or polynomial groups if R is the 
ring of integers). The following exact sequences are immediate: 
0 - A&,$ - R(M) % P,(M) - 0 (i) 
0 -&(M) - P,(M) 3 P,-,(M) - 0, (ii) 
where cyl and (~a are natural projections, Consider the R-homomorphsim 
77 : R + R(M) given by ~(1) = 1 e, where e = identity of M. We see that 
E o 7 : R --+ R is the identity homomorphism. Therefore, R(M) = Re @ AM,R, 
where Re stands for the R-submodule consisting of the elements re, r E R. 
This decomposition implies that P,(M) = R @ AM,R/A&Ti . We write 
&n(M) = &&G”~ . 
2.7. Universal Polynomial Map of Degree < n 
Consider the map h : M + Pn(M) given by 
h(x) = x + A$ , ZER, 
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h is a left R-polynomial map of degree < n. It is, in fact, the universal left 
R-polynomial map of degree < n. Let f : M -+ N, N a left R-module, be 
any left R-polynomial map of degree < n. Because f vanishes on A&t; , 
we can define an R-homomorphism 0 : P,(M) = R(M)/A>Ti + N by 
0(x TX + A&:;) = 2 r+(x). Now 0(x + A2.J = f(x) implies that 0 o h(x) = 
f(x) for all x in M. Hence 0 o X = f. 0 is unique with the property that 
e0h =f. 
2.8. The Abelian Group P,(M, N) 
Let P,(M, N) denote the set of all left R-polynomial maps of degree < n 
from a monoid M to a left R-module N. Let fi , fi E P,(M, N). Consider 
the map g : M + N given by g(x) = fi(x) + fi(x), x E M. fi 1 A&T; = 0, 
fi I A LTk = 0 imply that g 1 A&T; = 0 i.e. g E P,(M, N). We define addition 
in the set P,(M, N) by saying that fi + fi = g, fi , fi E P,(M, N). Under 
this addition P,(M, N) is an Abelian group and we have 
2.9. PROPOSITION. The Abelian groups P,(M, N) and Hom,(P,(M), N) 
are isomorphic to each other. 
Proof. Let f E P,(M, N). As explained in 2.7, f determines an R-homo- 
morphism 8 : P,(M) --f N. We define a map p : P,(M, N) + Hom,(P,(M), N) 
by y( f ) = 0. It is simple to verify that v is an isomorphism from the Abelian 
group P,(M, N) onto the Abelian group Hom,(P,(M), N). 
In this work we are concerned with Z-polynomial maps (2 = the ring 
of integers) on groups. We call Z-polynomial maps of degree < n simply 
polynomial maps of degree < n. We write A, for A,,=. 
If M is a finitely-generated Abelian group, then P,(M) is also a finitely- 
generated Abelian group. Let h, , Aa ,..., h, be a set of generators of M so 
that every element of M is of the type Xph? *.* /\? yi’s integers. Now 
pX’a .., 
1 2 A: = (A, - e + e)“(A2 - e + e)z *em (A, - e + e)78 
c nl,,,...& - e)“& - e)ia ..a (h, -e)‘amodA;t;+’ 
O<il+ia+*.*+i,<n 
where nz,z,...i E 2. II 
This shows that P,(M) ’ g is enerated as an Abelian group by the elements 
(Al - e)il(A, - e)i2 a** (A, - e)is, 0 < iI + iz + -** + i, < n, 
which are finite in number, 
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If M and N are finitely-generated Abelian groups, then the structure 
of Homz(M, N) is determined as soon as we know the structure of M and 
N [I]. From Proposition 2.9 we conclude that the group of polynomials of 
degree < n on a finitely-generated Abelian group M with values in a finitely- 
generated Abelian group is fully determined if we know the structure of 
P,(M). As P,(M) 2 2 @ p%(M) (2.6), it suffices to study Pn(M). We now 
proceed to investigate p%(M) when M is a finitely-generated Abelian group. 
3. POLYNOMIAL GROUPS OF CYCLIC GROUPS 
The simplest case from which we can investigate the structure of polynomial 
groups is that of a cyclic group M. In this case Qn(M) is fairly simple to 
calculate. In fact, its structure seems to be well known; however, it does not 
appear in literature as such. The structure of p,(M) (3.24) and the calculations 
leading to it are rather complicated. 
3.1. THEOREM. If M is a cyclic group, Qn(M) G M for all n > 1. 
Proof. It is well known that for an Abelian group M, Q,(M) = 
AM/A& z M ([5] Th eorem 6, p. 230; also [2] theorem 5, p. 304). Therefore, 
in particular, Q,(M) s M when M is a cyclic group. Thus the theorem will 
be proved if we can establish an isomorphism Qn(M) G Q,(M) for all n >, 2. 
First let M be a cyclic group of order m < co. The group-ring Z(M) = 
Z(X)/%, where ‘% is the ideal generated by X” - 1. If f(X) E Z[X], we 
write {f(X)} for the ideal generated by f(X). With this notation we find that 
A, = {X - I}/‘%, AL = ((X - 1)“) + ‘$I/% For n > 2 consider the 
homomorphism 01 : A, + Alt, given by a((X - 1) f(X) + 2l) = 
(X - l)“f(X) + Wf(X) E Z[Xl. 
a((X - 1) f(X) + ru) E AZ1 
o there exist polynomials g(X) and h(X) E Z[X] such that 
(X - l>“f(X) = (X - l)“+rg(x) + (X” - l)h(X) 
0 (X - 1) f(X) = (X - 1)2g(X) + (Xm - l)h’(X) for some polynomial 
h’(X) E Z[xJ 
0(X- l)f(-q + cu E 44. 
Thus OL induces monomorphism 01* : AM/AL + AL/A”,+‘. Since a: is 
clearly an epimorphism, 01* is an epimorphism. Hence 01* is an isomorphism. 
Now suppose that M is an infinite cyclic group. In this case Z(M) = 
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Z[X, Y] is the ring of polynomials in two commuting 
is the ideal generated by the element XY - 1. 
A, = {X - 1, Y - 1)/b. The equation 
Z[X, Y]/b, where 
variables and b 
in Z[X, Y] shows that A M=(X-l}+b/bandsoAM~=((X-ll)n}+b/b. 
As in the preceding case a homomorphism (Y : AM -+ AL may now be 
defined and once again we obtain 
A,/A& E A&/AZ1 for all n > 2. 
To calculate the structure of FJM) f or a cyclic group M, we first restrict 
ourselves to the case when M is a cyclic group of prime power order. 
Let M be a cyclic group of order pm, p prime. Let x be a generator of M. 
Then the elements of Z(M) are sums 
Consider the map 
given by 
Here 
stands for the ideal generated by 
5 (prm) Yf in Z[Y]. 
9.4 
OL is a ring isomorphism; it maps Aicr onto the ideal 
where { Y} is the ideal generated by Y in z[Y]. Thus OL maps AZ1 onto the ideal 
]P+l, gl (‘f) Yf\/]g (‘f) Y.1, where ] Yn+l, g (‘f) y’I 
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is the ideal generated by 
yn+1 and 5 (prm) Y’ in Z[Y], 
T=l 
and induces an isomorphism 
Without loss of generality we shall regard pn(M) as equal to 
We write 
B = /Y”t? g (*;) Y’j, e,., = Pn,(M), Qn.m = Q&w. 
3.2. LEMMA. Order of pn ,,,, = pmn for all integers m, n > 1 and all primes*. 
Proof. Pl,m = Q1,m E M (Theorem 2.1). Therefore, order of p,,m = pm; 
i.e., the lemma holds for n = 1. We proceed by induction on n, keeping p 
and m fixed. Suppose we have proved that order of pn,m = pm” for some 
n > 1. Consider the exact sequence 
0 - Qn+l.m - E+on - %n - 0, 
where pn,, --+ p,,, is the natural projection. It follows that order of 
P n+l.m = (order of pn,.,) (order of Qn+d 
=plnn*pm (using induction hypothesis and Theorem 3.1) 
= m(n+l) P * 
Hence the lemma is true for n + 1. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3.3. LEMMA. If t, , t, ,..., t, are integers such that 
* 
(i) c a,Yv E B G- ptd [ a,. for 1 < r < i, 
(ii) 
then Pm,, g Zpti 0 2,~ @ **- @ Z,t, , 
where Z, denotes the cyclic group of order s. 
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Proof. As 
is a finite Abelian group, the element Yi + B has finite order for every 
integer i 3 1. Therefore, there exists a nonzero integer u such that uYi E B. 
This means that B contains polynomials of degree i for all i > 1. We choose 
polynomials 
i-1 
xi = C a,YT + p%aiYi 
7=1 
belonging to B for i = 1,2,..., p subject to the conditions 
(9 Pfai 
i-1 
(ii) ,C, b,Y’ + p”b,Yi E B, p T bi 3 A > Si . 
Because of the assumptions about ti , we have si > ti and ptd 1 a,. for 
r = 1, 2,..., i - 1. Thus we can write 
( 
i-l 
xi = pti 1 a:Y’ + psi+~aiYi 
1 
, ai E 2. 
r=1 
Let Xi = CLit a:Yl + psi+aiYi. Then Xi E the ideal (Y}. Consider the 
elements Vi = Xi + B, i = 1,2 ,..., p, of {Y)/B. From the way xi has been 
selected, it follows that order of Vi = pti for i = 1, 2,..., CL. Let U be the 
subgroup of {Y}/B generated by the elements Vi , i = 1,2,..., p. Suppose 
that Cr=, niU, = 0. Then C$ niXi E B. The coefficient of Yp in x:-r niXi = 
npp%%ap . Therefore, by the choice of x, , p% 1 n, . Hence n,X, E B. This 
implies that Crzi niXi E B. Now consider the coefficient of Y+ and apply 
the same argument as above. We conclude that +rX,-r E B. Continuing in 
thisway,weobtainn,XiEBfori==!,2 ,..., p;i.e.,n,Ui=Ofori=1,2 ,..., p. 
Therefore, U = {U,} @ (U,} @ me* @ {U,}, where Ui stands for the sub- 
group generated by Ui . The order of U = pEti = pm” = order of pn,., . 
Hence U = pn,, and the lemma is proved. 
3.4. LEMMA. If 
(i) i and s are integers > 1, 
(ii) p is a prime, 
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(iii) i-PPS-l-1 = o < < p _ *(“s - p*-l)p + v where p and v are integers and 
,v g $1, 
(iv) i = p$ where h and p are integers and p T’ p, 
then p >, X - s + 1 except when i = pS-l or pg. 
Proof, We divide the proof into four cases: 
(a) i < ps-i 
(b) i > pS-l, h<s-1 
(c) h > s 
(d) X = s, p > 1. 
Case (a). Obviously h < s - 2. From the definition of p it is clear that 
p > -1. Hence p >, X - s + 1. 
Case (b). If i > pS-l, then p 3 0. Therefore, if h < s - 1, then 
p>,h-s+1. 
Case (c). If x is a rational number, we denote by [x] the greatest integer 
not greater than X. Then, by definition, 
p = 
[ 
PAP - Ps-l - 1 
ps - ps-1 1 
3 pA-ps-l-l [ s-j =r 1 
= p*-s+1 - 1 _ 
[ 
1 
P-1 ps - ps-1  
= (1+P+P2+*~~+P”s)-p.Ip.-l] [ 
E.7 [(l + (P - 1) + P2 + **- + PA-“> + (1 -p* Ip”_,)] 
(note that h > s) 
>,A-s+l 
(because there are X - s + 1 terms in 1 + (p - 1) + p2 + *** -I- PA-*, 
each greater than or equal to 1). 
Case (d). From the definition of p it is clear that p > 1. Hence 
p>h-s+1. 
For the next two lemmas the following elementary result is crucial: 
3.5. If i is an integer, 1 < i < pm, p prime; and if i is exactly divisible 
by pA, then the binomial coefficient (F”“) is exactly divisible by pmer, 
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=p”(p”-l)~+J”-~+l) 
1.2.3 --a (i - l)i * 
If 1 < j < i - 1 and p* is the largest power of p that divides j, then it is 
also the largest power that divides pm - j. Therefore, the part 
(p” - l)(p” - 2) *a* (p” - i + 1) 
1.2 **a (i - 1) 
does not contribute anything to the power of p: that divides 7 
( )I 
. 
3.6. LEMMA. If 
(i) s is un integer, 1 < s < m, 
(ii) b, , b, ,..., b,+, are integers such that 
T Pm c( 1 b,i = 0 fbr‘ Y =p8,p8 + l,..., n, i=l i 
then pk 1 bi , where n - i - PST1 = ( p8 - p”-l)h + r, h and r are integers, 
0 6 7 < p” - p*-1. 
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on n. If n = p8, then 
the only equation is 
(3.7) 
Since the binomial coefficients 
are all divisible by pm-‘+I, it follows that 
is divisible by pm++l. Hence (3.7) implies 
~“‘-8+~ ( (;;) b, . 
Now ($‘) is exactly divisible by pm-*. Hence p 1 b,, which is precisely the 
assertion 5n this case, 
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Suppose we have proved the lemma for some integer n 3 p8. Consider 
n + 1. The assertion about b, is trivially satisfied. Let 0 < i < n - 1 and 
suppose that (n + 1) - i - pr-l = ( ps - p-l)k + Y, where k and Y are 
integers and 0 < Y < p8 - ps-l. Then rz - i - ps-l = (p” - p”-‘)k+(r - 1). 
If Y > 1, then the induction hypothesis implies pk 1 bi and there is nothing 
further to be proved. If, however, Y = 0 then the induction hypothesis 
gives pk-l j b, , whereas we require p” / bi . Thus we need only to improve 
upon the values of the type 
i I fi + 1 -(p" -fp-l)k -p-1 
= n + 1 - ( p* - p”-l)(k - 1) - ps. 
We shall do this.by induction on k: First consider the equation 
T (PJ &+1-i =0. 
i=l 
(3.8) 
Let i be an integer, i f p”, pa-l, 1 < i < min(n + 1, p”). Suppose that 
n-((nfl -i)-pa-l=(p”-pqp+v, (3.9) 
where p and v are integers and 0 < v < p” - p-l. By the induction hypo- 
thesis (on n) if i 2 2 and, trivially, if i L= 1, we have pp 1 b,+isi. (3.9) can also 
be written as i - ps-i-=- 1 .=,(p* - ~~71) p + v and 0 < v < ps - ~8-1. 
Therefore, if i = p$, A and p integers, p 7 TV, then 
p>h--s+1 (Lemma 3.4). (3.10) 
Siics pm--A 1 (F”‘) (see 3.5), we have pmeA+p 1 (F’“) bn+1...i. (3.10) implies 
m - h + p 3 m - s + 1. Hence every term on the left-hand side of (3.8), 
other than ($) bn+l--8a-l and ($‘) 6,+r-9s, is divisible -by pn-+l. But 
pm-*+1  (gcl) and, therefore, JY-~+~ 1 (:a,) ZJ~+~-~~-~. Hence (3.8) implies 
pm-s+1 )(EY) b n+l--s~. Since (iy) is exactly divisible by pm+, it follows that 
p / bn+l-ss. Suppose we have proved that 
Pd I bn+l-(e~-9.-l)(t-l)-*~. (3.11) 
for 1 < 6’ < k for some k. If n + 1 < ( ps - p”-l) k + ps, there is nothing 
more to be proved. Otherwise, consider the equation 
““-y-l)k (PI) bn+l&LB~-l)k-~ = 0. (3.12) 
Let i be an integer # ps-l, ps; I ,( i ,( min(plll, n + 1 - k(p” -$I”-1)). 
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Suppose that 
n-@+I -((P”-pp”-l)k-ii)-pp”-l=(ps-p+l)p’+v’, (3.13) 
where p’ and v’ are integers and 0 < v’ < ps - ps-l. Induction hypothesis 
(on n) givespP’ I bn+l--(98--pp-1jk--i . (3.13) can also be written as i - ps-l - 1 = 
( ps - p+‘)(p - k) + v’ and 0 < V’ < ps -pa-i. Therefore, if i = pA’p’, 
A’ and p’ are integers, p { CL’, then 
Since 
p’-k>A’-s+l (Lemma 3.4). (3.14) 
pm-A1 / (‘$r), we have P~-~‘+Q 1 (‘im) bn+l--k(sa+,a-l)--i . 
(3.14) implies m - A’ + p’ 3 m - s + k + 1. Hence we have proved that 
every term on the left-hand side of (3.12), other than ($) bn+l-ko,s-98-+ps-~ 
and (EY) bn+l--k(p8--pP-~)+, is divisible by pm-s+k+l. Now 
n + 1 - k(pS -ps-1) -ps-1 = 71 + 1 - (K - l)(P” -p”-‘) -ps. 
Therefore, (3.11) implies pk j b,&+1-k(D8-98-1)-Pd-1 . Hence 
Consequently, from equation (3.12) we have 
~n+l-k(&-~a-l)-d . 
Since ($‘) is exactly divisible by pm-s, we have 
pk+’ 1 bn+l-k(p’-@-I)-@ . 
This completes the induction on k and hence the induction on n. 
3.15. LEMMA. If 
Da-1 
c a,Yr E B, 1 <s<m, 
9-l 
then pm-s+n+1 a 1 ,. for 1 < r < p*-l + t - 1 and pm-*+g 1 a, for ps-l + t < 
r < ps - 1, where q and t are integers uch that rt - p*-l + 1 = ( ps - ps-l)q + t 
and0 < t <ps -ps-l. 
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Proof. The polynomial 
d-l 
c a,Y’EB 
r=1 
if and only if there exists a polynomial CF:i b,Y’ E Z[Y] such that 
i.e., if and only if there exist integers b, , 6, ,..., b,-, such that 
a, = i (‘J b,-i , Y = 1, 2,..., ps - 1 
i=l 
and 
0 = i (P;) b,-i , 7 = ps,py + I)..., n. 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Let 
n-(Y - z-)--p”-’ = (p” -pa-y p + v, (3.18) 
where p and v are integers and 0 < v < p* - pS-l, Y is an integer in the 
range 1 to pS - 1 and 1 < i < Y. By Lemma 3.6, 
(3.18) can also be written as 
fP I h-i - (3.19) 
i -p-l - 1 = ( ps - pa-‘)(p - q) + v + Y - t - pS-l, (3.20) 
after we have substituted ( pS - p8-l) q + t + p+l - 1 for n. Now suppose 
that Y < ps-l + t - 1, We express i - ps-l - 1 as 
i-ps-l-1 =(ps-ps-l)p'+v', (3.21) 
where p’ and V’ are integers and 0 < v’ < pS - pS-l. It is then clear from 
(3.20) that p - q 3 p’. (3.21) and Lemma 3.4 imply p’ > h - s + 1, where 
i = pap, A and p are integers, p { II, provided i f ps-l (i is already < p”). 
Thus p - q > A - s + 1 provided i f p+l. When i = ~~-1, (3.20) reads 
-1 = (ps - P”--‘)(p - q) + v + Y - t - p*-1 
or 
ps-l$t--r-l =(p”-pi”“-r)(p-q)+v and O<v<ps--p+-1. 
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Therefore, for r<p8-l+t-1, p--Q>O. For ;=ps-l alsop--q> 
A--s+l.Hence,forl <r<p”-l+t--1, 
p--q>h--s+l (3.22) 
for all integers i, 1 < i < r. Now Pm-A 1 (f”). Therefore, pnzVA+P 1($6,+ 
(see 3.19). (3.22) implies m - h + p 3 m - s + 4 + 1. Hence, if 1 < Y < 
pS-l + t - 1, then every term on the right-hand side of (3.16) is divisible 
by pm++q+l. Consequently, ~+~+q+l Ia,for 1 <r<pS-l+t-1. Next, 
suppose that pS - 1 3 Y > ps-l + f. Then (3.20) can be written as 
i -ps-l- 1 = ( ps - p”-‘)(p - q + 1) + v + r - t - ps. (3.23) 
Therefore, p - p + 1 > p’ (p’ as in (3.21). If i = p$, X and p integers, 
p { CL, and i # pS-l, then (3.21) and Lemma 3.4 imply p’ 3 X - s + 1 and 
so p - p + 1 > h - s + 1; i.e., p - 4 2 h - s. If i = ps-l, then (3.23) 
reads 
p*+t-r-l =(ps-pp”-l)(p--+l)+~ and O<~<p~--p~-~. 
Therefore, if r < p* - 1, we must have p - Q + 1 2 0. Consequently, 
p--Q>X--s for all i,l <i<r, providedps-l+t<r<pS-l. It 
follows, as before, that every term on the right-hand side of (3.16) is divisible 
by pm-sfq. Hence pm++g 1 ur for ps-l + t < r < pS - 1. This completes 
the proof of (3.15). 
q We are now ready to give the structure of ij,(M), M cyclic of order pn, 
p prime. We make the following notation: 
is the direct sum of s copies of the cyclic group of order r. This notation will 
be used subsequently as well. 
3.24. THEOREM. If n and m are integers > 1 and p is a prime, then 
for n >pm-l - 1, and 
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provided pa-l - 1 < n < pa - 1, l<s<m-1. Here qi and Yi, 
i = 1, 2,..., m are integers satisfying 
n-p+1 =(pi-pi-l)qi+Yi, 0 < Yi < pi - pi-l. 
Proof. Let n > pm-l - 1. Define integers ti , i = I,2 ,..,, pm - 1 as 
follows: 
ti = m + q1 for 1 < i < r, 
m+ql--l for r,+l <i,<p-1 
m+q2-1 for p<i<p--l+r, 
m+q,--2 for p + y2 < i < p2 - 1 
. . . 
. . . 
m + qS - s + 1 for ps-l < i < psel + rS - 1 
m+q,--s for ps-l + rS < i < p8 - 1 
. . . 
. . . 
qm + 1 for pm-l < i < pm-l - 1 + rm 
%I2 for p”-l+r,<i<p”-l. 
Then x:1;-’ ti = mn and the theorem follows from lemmas (3.3) and (3.15). 
Nextletl <n<p”-l-l.ChoosessuchthatpS-l-l <n<pS--1. 
Define integers ti , i = 1,2 ,..., n as follows: 
ti = m + q1 
m+ql--l 
m+q,--1 
m-i-q,-2 
for 1 <i <Y, 
for rl+l<i<p-1 
for p<i,<p-l+r, 
for p + y2 < i < p2 - 1 
. . . 
. . . 
m+q,-,-((s-l)+1 for p*-2<i<ps-2+r,-1+1 
m+q,-,--(s-1) for ps-2 + rsml < i < ps-l - 1 
m--s+1 for pa-l < i < n. 
Then CySl ti = mn and the theorem follows from Lemmas (3.3) and (3.15). 
The structures of pn(Z,) and Q%(Z,.), for an arbitrary finite cyclic group Z, , 
follow from the following general result: 
3.25. PROPOSITION. If G and H are groups, g and h integers, (g, h) = 1 
such that xg = e, yh = e for all x E G and ally E H, then 
(i) Pn,(G 0 H) z P,(G) 0 pn(H) 
(4 Qnn(G 0 I-0 = Q&3 0 Q,GO 
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Proof. Consider the homomorphismsf, : G @ H -+ G, fi : G @ H --+ H 
given by f,(xy) = X, fa(~y) = y where x E G and y E H. fi and fi induce (in 
natural way) homomorphisms pR(fr) : PJG @ H) --t PJG) and 
>n(f2) : ijn(G @ H) - &(H). C onsider the homomorphism 0 : PJG @ H) --+ 
Pn(G) @ E’,(H) given by O(Z) = in + pn(fi)(z), z E Pn(G 0 H). We 
assert that 8 is an isomorphism. A general element of PJG @ H) is of the type 
= 1 t{(x - 4 + (Y - 4 + (x - e>( y - e)> + G&I . 
Suppose that 0(z) = 0; i.e., C t(x - e) E A:+’ and C t(y - e) E A:+‘. Now 
xs = e for all x E G implies g(x - e) E Ai for all x E G. Hence gA, C AG2. 
This implies gn-lA, C AZ . Similarly, hn-lA, C A;. Since (g, h) = 1, we 
have (gn-l, P-l) = 1. Therefore, there exist integers u and v such that 
gn-lu + P-in = 1. Hence we can write (X - e)(y - e), where x E G and 
y E H, as 
(x - e)(y - e) = u{gn-l(x - e)}(y - e) + v(x - e)(Wl(y - e)}. 
This implies that (X - e)(y - e) E A:& (we have regarded G and H as 
actually contained in G @ H). Hence C t(x - e)(y - e) E A:&, showing 
that the element z is equal to 0. Hence 6’ is a monomorphism. Since 0 is 
obviously an epimorphism it follows that it is an isomorphism. 
With fi and f2 as above, we next consider Qn(fi) :Qn(G @ H) -+ Qn(G) 
and Qn(f2) : Qn(G @ H) -+ Q%(H). (Qn(fi) is the restriction of pn(fi) to 
Qn(G 0 H), i = 1,2). Combining the two homomorphisms, we have 
9, : QAG 0 H) -+ Qn(G) 0 Qfi(H>. 
As in the case of p, , v can be easily shown to be an isomorphism. 
4. POLYNOMIAL GROUPS OF ZLmm,, p PRIME 
In this section we shall calculate the structures of PJZj,“‘) and Q,(Zb,m)), 
where ZAm’ stands for the direct sum of m copies of the cyclic group Z, of 
order p, p prime. 
Theorem 3.24 gives us the structure of pn(ZD) as ZE’ @ ZF-l+) where 
?z = (p - 1) 4 + Y and 0 < Y < p - 1. To calculate the structure of 
pn(ZLm’) we proceed by induction on m. 
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Let m be an integer 3 2. Let G = ZLm-‘), M = Z, @ G. Let 
denote ideals in Z(G)[Y] generated by 
respectively. By Proposition 2.3 there is an isomorphism 01: Z(M) z Z(G)(Z,) 
Also, Z(G)(Z,) E Z(G)[Y]/{C& (y) Yi}, the isomorphism being given by 
where x is a generator of Z, . The composite isomorphism 
Z(M) - Z(G)(Z,) - W~~l/~~~ (f ) y.j 
maps the augmentation ideal A, onto the ideal {A, , Y}/(CTxl (F) Yi}. Hence 
As we are concerned only with the structure, we shall treat this isomorphism 
as an equality. 
4.1. LEMMA. If K is a group of exponent p, p prime, then pAK _C A:. 
Proof, If e denotes the identity of K, we have xp = e for all x E K. 
This implies CF=‘=, ($(x-e)” = 0 for all x E K. Sincep i(T) for i = 1,2,..., p - 1, 
it follows that p(x - e) EPA: + A; for all x E K. The elements (x - e) 
generate AK, therefore we have pA, CpAi + Ag . Iterating, we have 
pAKC A;. 
4.2. COROLLARY. pAZ;m) C AZ:) for all primes p and all integers m > 1. 
4.3. LEMMA. If b, , b, ,..., bmeI are elements of Z(G) such that 
.f(?)b,-i~A:-r+l for r=p,p+l,..., n, 
i=l 
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then bi EP~Z(G) + An-fi+p)+l, where n-i-l =(p-l)k+s,k unds 
integers, 0 < s < p - 1. (Here it is understood that AL = Z(G) for t < 0). 
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by decreasing induction on i. For 
i > n - p, k = 0 and there is nothing to be proved. Consider the relation: 
i (;)bn-i~AG. 
i=l 
Since p 1 (f) for i = 1,2 ,..., p - 1, it follows that b,.+, E~Z(G) + &. 
Let an integer t > 0 be given and suppose that we have proved the assertion 
of the lemma about b, for r < i ,< n - 1. Then we claim that 
6, epkZ(G) + A$7+9’+1 , 
where n-r-l=(p-l)k+s, O<s<p--1. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that Y < n -p. Consider the relation: 
t ( f ) b,+,-, E A;-t;(7+“)+1 . 
i=l 
Letjbeaninteger,l <j<p-l.Thenn-(r+j)-1 = (p- 1)k + s-j= 
(p - 1) k’ + s’ say, where k’ and s’ are integers and 0 < s’ < p - 1. 
Clearly we must have k’ 3 k - 1. By the induction hypothesis 
b,+j E pk’Z(G) + A;-(*+j+“)+l. NOW 
pk’Z(G) + A$T+j+“)+l C pk-lZ(G) + &r+2D--l)+l . 
Hence b,, E pk-12(G) + Ag--(r+2”-1)+1 for j = 1,2,..., p - 1. Therefore, 
(*) implies b, E~“Z(G) +pAE-(r+2p-1)+1 + Ar(r+p)+l. If n - r - 2p + 2 < 1, 
then n - r - 1 < 2( p - 1) and, therefore, k < 1. Hence, in this case, 
pAE”(r+2~--1)+1 _C pkZ(G) and we have b, E p”Z(G) + AgW;-“+“)+l. If 
n - (r + 2p - 1) + 1 > 1, then PA, n (r+2~-1)+1 C A;-(r+~)+l (4.2) and we - 
again have b, epkZ(G) + A;4;-(r+@+1. This completes the induction. 
4.4. LEMMA. (a)Ifnisanintegev>pandn=(p-l)q+t,whereq 
and t are integers and 0 < t < p - 1, then the polynomial Czi aiYi belongs 
to the ideal 
B = i$ (; j yi, {A, > 1.)""/ 
1 
only if a,EA”df’, CZ,.+~E~*+~Z(G) + AT for 0 < r < t anda,, E PWG) + AE- 
fort <r <p -2. 
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(b) If n is un integer such that 1 < n < p - 1, then C& a,Yi E B 
only if a, E A:+l, ui EpZ(G) + A:+‘+ for 1 < i < n. 
Proof of (a). We first note that the elements of the ideal {Ao , Y)n+l are 
polynomials cf=, c,Yr such that c, E A:+l-r(Ab = Z(G) if t < 0). Now 
suppose that a polynomial Cr:l u,Yi belongs to B. This is possible only if 
there exists a polynomial Cyil b,Yi E Z(G)[Y] such that 
In view of the observation at the beginning of the proof, this implies 
a, E A;+1 , 
u~-(~~b,_l-(~jb,_,-...-(~)bg~A~+l-’ for r=l,&...,P-1 (I) 
f (P) bTei~A~+l+ for r =p,p + l,..., n. (II) 
i=l 
(II) and Lemma 4.3 imply bi epRZ(G) + Aru+p)+l, where n - i - 1 = 
(P - l)k fs, k an d s integers, 0 < s < p - 1, This shows that 
bi E @Z-(G) + A;--(i+e)+l for O<i<t-1 (*I 
and 
6, E p-12(G) + A;-(i+p)+l for t < i < p - 2. (**) 
Now let Y be an integer, 0 < Y ,< t - 1. (*) implies ZQ sP*Z(G) + Aro+p)+l 
for 0 < i < Y. Hence (I) implies a,+r EP*+~Z(G) + PAz(sfp)+l + Ai+ for 
O<r<t-1. Hence a,,, ~pq+lZ(G) + AZ+ for 0 < T < t - 1. (If 
n - (r + p) + 1 > 1, we use 4.2. Otherwise, it is easy to see that q must 
be 0 and the statement still holds). Next let r be an integer such that 
t < r < p - 2. (**) implies bi ~p*-r2(G) + A%(ifP)fl for t < i < Y. This, 
together with (*), shows that 6, ~pq-l.Z(G) + AF-‘i+p)+l for 0 < i < T. 
Hence bi ~pg-lZ(G) + Az-o’+p)+l f or 0 < i < Y. From (I) it follows that 
u,+,E~*Z(G) +pA;-@+p)+l + AZ-‘for t <I <p-2. Hence u,+,E~QZ(G) + A’&+ 
for t < r < p - 2. 
Proof of (b). As in (a) a polynomial Cy=“=, u,Yi belongs to B only if there 
exist elements b,, ,& ,..., 6,-, E Z(G) such that 
a,-(~)b,,-(~)b,--.-- (f)boeAz+l+ for r = 1,2,...,n 
and a, E A:‘?,” . 
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Sincep 1 (3 for i = 1, 2,..., p - 1, the above implies that a, E pZ(G) + AE+l-’ 
for r = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
4.5. THEOREM. (a) For n 3 p, m >, 2, 
(b)For 1 <n<p-1, m>2, 
Proof of (a). Let G = ZA+‘), M = Z, @ G and B = {{Ao , Yjn+l, 
C& (f) Yi}. Then PJM) = (A, , Y}/B. Since YP = -C& (3 Yi (mod B), 
every element of PJM) has a representative of the form CT=,, aiYi, where 
a, E A, , ai E Z(G) for i = 1,2 ,..., p - 1. Consider the map 
9) : &(M) - A,/A;+’ @ Z(G)/p*+lZ(G) @ AGn 
0 Z(G)/pq+lZ(G) + A:-’ @ *a- 0 Z(G)/p*+lZ(G) + A;-t+l 
0 Z(G)/p*Z(G) + A:-t @ -.* @ Z(G)/pqZ(G) + A;--“+‘, 
wheren=(p-l)q+t,qandtintegers,O<t<p-1 
= (a,, + A:‘+‘, a, + pq+lZ(G) + AZ, 
.a* + a, + p*+lZ( G) + AEet+’ , CZ~+~  p*Z(G) + A:-‘, 
es*, a,-, +p*Z(G) + A;+‘+‘). 
By Lemma 4.4(a), q~ is a well-defined homomorphism. Obviously it is an 
epimorphism. We assert that q~ is l-l and hence an isomorphism. Let 
~I(C~E~U,Y~ + B) = 0, where aoEAc,a,EZ(G) for i = I,2 ,..., p - 1. 
Then 
a,E A;+’ , a,,, E p*+lZ( G) + A:-!;’ for O<r<t (1) 
and 
a?+1 E p*Z(G) + -4F for t<r<p-1. (11) 
Now in the ring Z[Y], pY E {Y”, Cr=r (3 Yi}. This can be seen from 
Lemma 4.1 and the fact that p&Zp) = { Y)/{Yp, x.&r (T) Yi}, the ideals 
being in Z[YJ. Therefore, by iteration, we havepSY E (Yl+*(*--l), zrel ($ Yi}. 
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Hence in the ring 
i if) Yi, (AG , Y)“+‘j for 0 < Y < t. 
However, for 0 < r < t, ( p - l)(a + 1) + 1 + r 2 n + 1. Hence 
ur+lY~+l E {& (f) Yi, {A, , Y)n+l} f or 0 < Y < t. Again we have for 
t<r<p-1, 
(because (p - 1)p + I + 1 > n + 1 for t < r). 
Hence Czi a,Yi + B = 0 and we have proved that v is l-l. Now consider 
the group Z(G)/pq+iZ(G) + AZ-;-‘, 0 < r < t. We can write it as 
(Ze + &)/pg+lZe + p*+lA, + AZ+ where Ze stands for the subgroup of 
Z(G) consisting of the elements of the type ne, n E Z, e = identity of G. 
Now p~+lA, C Ai?Q+l)(P-l) C A:. Hence 
(Ze + AG)/p*+lZe + p*+lA, + AZ+ = (Ze + AG)/pq+lZe + A”,” 
gg Zpl @ .~,/A;+ 
= Z,w @ I’,-,-,(G). 
Ift<r<p-1,then 
Z(G)/pqZ(G) + A:+ = (Ze + &)/pQZe + p*& -I- 47 
= (Ze + A,)/pQZe + AzeT 
(because pgAo C AG b-1)0+1 = A;-t+l c A;-,‘). 
Hence Z(G)/pQZ(G) + A:-’ g Z,, @ P,+,-,(G). Thus we have proved that 
(b) can be proved similarly. 
The preceding theorem provides us with an inductive method of calculating 
the structure of pn(Zbm)) for all integers m, n > 1 and all primes p. 
Once the structure of pm(ZL)m)) is known, the structure of Qn(ZAm’) can be 
determined quite simply. As a consequence of Corollary 4.2 we have 
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4.6. LEMMA. QJ.$“)) is an Abelian group of exponent p. 
Thus, to know the structure of Q#k”‘) we need only know its order. The 
exact sequence 0 -+ Qfi(Zbm’) + pn(ZLm’) -+ p,&Zi@) - 0 implies that 
order OfQn(z;m)) = order Of pn(z?)) 
order of &jn,-,(ZF)) * 
It turns out that the groups Qn(.ZAm)), for fixed p and m, are all isomorphic 
to each other for all large n. Explicitly, we have 
4.7. THEOREM. If n > (m - l)( p - 1) + 1, then 
Qn(Zp’) ~ @t9t9a+-+9m-‘) . 
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. When m = 1, QJZJ g 2, for 
all n 3 1 (Theorem 3.1). Let m 3 2, n >, (m - l)( p - 1) + 1 and suppose 
that the theorem holds for m - 1. If G is a group, we write u(G) for its order. 
For all n, p, m we have, 
a(~,@$‘)) = t~(-Is~-~(Zf“)) . v(Qn(Z,“‘)). (*) 
By Theorem 4.5, we have for all integers r 3 1, 
,(Pr(zp)) = o(Iyzp’)) * “(Pr-l(zfl))) . * * o(Pr~,+,(z~m-‘))) * o(QZ,)), 
where it is understood that v(P~(Z~“+“)) = 1 if s < 0. Taking r = n and 
n - 1 and using (*) we have 
~(QS-:+?) = ~(Qn(Z?l’>) - $Q,z-@t’?> . ** 4Qn-9+dZ:m-1))) - ~(Qn(-G>>. 
Now n > (m - l)( p - 1) + 1 implies n - s > (m - 2)( p - 1) + 1 for 
0 $ s < p - 1. Hence induction hypothesis gives 
v(Qn(Z;“‘)) = pl+~+-+9”‘-” . ~,l+P+*~*+9~-= . . . pl+Pt"'+Pm-a . p 
p factors 
ZZC P l+P(1+P+'.'+Pm-2) 
= 1t9t9~t~~~+9m-~ P 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7a 
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5. POLYNOMIAL GROUPS OF FINITELY-GENERATED FREE ABELIAN GROUPS 
Let R be a commutative ring with unity. Let x E R such that x is not 
a zero divisor. Then the ring of quotients of R with respect to x is defined. 
Let us denote this ring by R(,) . The elements of R(,) are of the type r/xn, 
where r E R and n E 2. If A is an ideal of R, we write A(,) for the extension 
of A in the ring Rc,, . 
5.1. LEMMA. AC,. n R = A if and only if A : (x) = A, where 
A:(x) ={y/y~R,yx~A}. 
Proof. Let AC,, n R = A. Let y E A : (x). Then yx E A; i.e., yx = z, 
z E A. Thus y = (x/x) E At%) , hence y E A. This implies that A : (x) C A. 
As A CA : (x), we have A : (x) = A. Conversely, let A : (x) = A. Let 
y E AC,, n R. Then y = (a/x’), z E A and r an integer 2 0. This implies that 
yx’ = x E A. Hence y E A : (x’). But A : (x) = A implies A : (x’) = A for 
all integers r > 0. Hence y E A. This proves that AC,. n R C A. As the 
reverse inclusion is immediate, we have A(,) n R = A. 
5.2. LEMMA. If A and B are ideals of R satisfying 
(i) B : (x) = B 
(ii) A = B + xA, 
then the natural homomorphism v : A/B -+ A(,)/B(,, is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let a E A such that ?(a + B) = 0. Then a E B~,J n R. From 
(i) and Lemma 5.1 it follows that a E B and so a + B = 0. Thus v is a 
monomorphism. To check that v is an epimorphism let t E A(,) . Then 
t = (a/x’), a E A, r an integer 3 0. If r = 0, then t = a and p)(a + B) = 
t + B(,. . Suppose that r > 0. Then A = B + xA implies that A = B + xrA. 
Therefore, there exist elements b E B and x E A such that a = b + xT,z so 
that we have t = z + (b/x’). Consequently t + B(,) = x + Bc,, and 
~(z + B) = x + B(,) = t + B($) . Hence y is an epimorphism. 
Let M = 2 @ G, where 2 is the free cyclic group and G is an arbitrary 
Abelian group. Using Proposition 2.3, we see that there is an isomorphism 
0 : Z(M)-+ Z(G)[X](,, which maps A, onto {AG, X - l)x-l. Here 
.Z(G)[qcz) stands for the ring of quotients of Z(G)[X] with respect to Xand 
{AG , X - l}(r) stands for the extension in Z(G)[X]m of the ideal generated 
by AG and X - 1 in Z(G)[Xj. Further, there is an isomorphism 
g, : Z(G)[XIm -+ Z(W%+YJ which maps WG, X - lhm OntO &, Y)(I+y) . 
In view of the isomorphisms 0 and v, we take Z(M) = Z(G)[Y](,+y) and 
AM = {AC 7 %+Y) . We note that the ideal {A, , Yj” consists of polynomials 
Ci=,, a,Yi in which the coefficients a, , al ,..., a,-, satisfy ai E A?. 
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5.3. THEOREM. 
(i) P&Z 0 G) g Pn(Z) 0 Pn(G) 0 Pnvl(G) 0 *-* @I’,(G) 0 Pi(G) 
(ii) Q@ 0 G) c QP’) 0 Q,dG) 0 Q&G> 0 *** 0 Q,(G) 0 Q,(G) 
for all Abelian groups G. 
Proof. Let M = Z @ G. Then Z(M) = Z(G)[Y](,+r, and A, = 
(A,, Y)fI+r) . We assert that 
6) {AC 3 Y>/{AG , Y>” = {AG , Y>(~+Y)/({AG p Y}(~+Y)) 
(ii) 6%) Y>‘%& , W+l = ({AC , J%+Y))"I({AG , W(I+Y))~+~~ (5’4) 
where the ideals appearing on the left-hand side are in Z(G)[Y]. To prove 
(i) and (ii) we first show that 
MG, Y> = {AG, Y>’ + (1 + YXA,, Y>. (*I 
Let z = C,“=, a,Yr, a,, E A o , a7 E Z(G) for 1 ,( Y < s, be an element of 
{A,, Y}. We can write 
i a,Yr = ((a2 - a, + aO)Y2 + a,Y3 + a,Y4 + a-- + asYB) 
9-O 
+ (1 + W. + (6 - ao)Y). 
This shows that z E (A,, Y}” + (1 + Y){Ao , Y>. Hence (AG , Y> Z 
{A, , Y}” + (1 + Y)(A, , Y}. As the reverse inclusion is obvious, we have 
(AC , Y} = (AC , Y>” + (1 + Y){AG , Y}. By iteration, we have 
{AG, Y) = {AC 3 Y)” + (1 + WAG, Y> 
and (5.5) 
{AG , Y>” = {AC 3 Y)*+l + (1 + Y)(& , Y> forall n> 1. 
Next we prove that 
{A,, Yp : (1 + Y) = {AC 9 Y> forall n> 1. (54 
Let Cr=, b,.Y’be an element of Z(G)[Y] such that (1 +Y)cLo b,Yr E {AG, Y)“. 
For this it is necessary that 
b, E A$, b, + b, E A:-‘, b, + b, E AZ-‘,..., h-1 + b,-, E AC . 
This implies that 
b, E AGn, b, E An-l, 62 E AEm ,..., b,-1 E AG . 
Hence ~~=, b,Y” E (AG , Yp, proving that the left-hand side of (5.6) is 
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contained in and hence equal to the right-hand side of (5.6). (5.5), (5.6) 
and Lemma 5.2 now imply (5.4). Evidently {Ao , Y}/(& , Y}%+l g 
Ao/AE+l @ Z(G)/Aon @ .** @ Z(G)/& (notice the observation just before 
(5.3)). Hence 
IQZGG) =~~(G)o~~,_,(G)o...o~~(G)ozo...oz. 
n copies 
If G is the identity group, then pr(G) = (0) for all Y 3 1. Hence I’,(Z) g 
direct sum of n copies of Z. This completes the proof of 5.3(i). Again 
{AG ) Y)y{A, ) y)n+1 = A&& n+l @ &-‘/A”, 0 ... @ &/A; @Z(G)/& 
s Q)n(G) 0 Qn-l(G) 0 e.3 0 Q,(G) 0 Z. 
As before, taking G = (e), it follows that Qn(Z) s Z. Hence 
Qnn(Z 0 G) zz Qnn(G) 0 Q&G) 0 .-- 0 Q,(G) 0 Qn(Z>. 
5.7. COROLLARY. 
(ii) 
where Z@) denotes the direct sum of m copies of the infinite cyclic group 
and cty-‘) and (“,-“) are binomial coefficients. 
6. THE GENERAL CASE 
If M is an arbitrary finitely-generated Abelian group, then, by the 
fundamental theorem on such groups, M is a direct sum of cyclic groups, 
some finite others infinite. The preceding section enables us to reduce the 
problem of calculating the structures of polynomial groups of M to that of 
calculating the structures of polynomial groups of finite Abelian groups. 
In view of (3.25) the problem further reduces to calculating the structures 
of polynomial groups of the type 
z,r, 0 zpr, @ -** @ zaq , (*I 
where Z,, is a cyclic group of order ~‘6, p prime. 
Polynomial groups of a finite group are finite Abelian groups (6.2 below). 
What the structures of these groups are for an arbitrary group of type (*), 
we have not been able to calculate. In any case it is clear from (3.24) that 
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the general solution will be very complicated. For small values of n, the 
methods of the preceding sections may be applied. In particular, one can 
prove the following without much difficulty: 
6.1. THEOREM. If M = A,m @ G, where G = Zvvl@ Z,,, @ e.0 + Z,,, , 
p prime, r1 , r2 ,..., I, < m, then for 1 < n < p - 1 
&P,(M) ES P&Z,m) @ Pa(G) @ &-1(G) 0 a*- @ Pi(G). 
6.2. THEOREM. Polynomial groups p,,(G) and Q%(G) of a jinite group G are 
Jinite for all n 3 1. 
Proof. Let G be a group of order m, say. Then xm = e for all x in G, 
where e = identity of G. Therefore, 
m(x-e)+(~)(x-2)z+~~~+(m~Ij(x-e)~-1+(x-e)~=0 
for all x in G. 
This implies m(x - e) E AL for all x on G. Since x - e, x E G, generate AG 
we conclude that 
mA,C A:. (*I 
Let an integer n 3 1 be given. Then (*) implies mnAc C A:+‘. Hence every 
element of P%(G) has finite order. Since Pn(G) is generated by the elements 
x - e + A:+‘, x E G, which are finite in number, it follows that PJG) is 
a finite Abelian group. As QJG) is a subgroup of pn(G), it is also finite. 
7. POLYNOMIAL GROUPS OF FREE GROUPS 
7.1. THEOREM. If F is the free group on a set X, then. 
>+I is the free Abelian group on the set of all cosets a 
n 
+;;+Qm = 4/A 
F , where a.,, runs through all elements of the type (x1 - e)(xz - e) a** (x,, - e), 
x1 , x2 ,..., x,, E X, e = identity of F; 
(ii) P,@) g Q,(F) @Q,(F) 0 a** @ QJF) for all n > 1. 
7.2. Remark. (i) is a special case of Lemma 6 in [3], while (ii) follows 
immediately from (i). For the sake of completeness we give a proof. 
7.3. Proof of 7.1. It is well known that as a left F-module AF is freely 
generated by the elements x - e, x E X ([4] p. 123 or [.5] p. 245). Let n 3 2 
be given and suppose that we have proved that A:-’ is freely generated as 
a left F-module by the elements of the set 
A = (adaA = (x3 - e)(xz - e) -a* {x+% - e), xi E x) i = 1,2 ,..., n - 1. 
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Then clearly 4°F is generated, as a left F-module, by the elements a,(x, - e), 
a, E A, x, E X. Suppose we have &,, olApaA(xP - e) = 0, 01~~ E Z(F). Since 
x - e are free generators of AF , we have xA a,+~,, = 0. Since a, are free 
g&erators of A;4-l (by assumption), we have a,,* = 0, showing that u~(x,, - e) 
are free generators of A:. Hence A: is freely generated, as a left F-module, 
by the elements a, = (x1 - e)(x, - e) e.9 (x, - e), xi E X, i = 1,2 ,..., n for 
all n > 1. Let B be the free Abelian group whose free generators !I, are in l-l 
correspondence with the elements ara . Consider the map f : A: -+ B 
given by I 
where E : Z(F) - Z is the unit augmentation (2.1). f is clearly an additive 
homomorphism onto B and its kernel is precisely A:+‘. Hence Q,@) = 
A;/A;+’ E B. To prove (ii) we proceed by induction on n. By definition, 
PI(F) = Q,(F). Suppose that (ii) holds for some integer n > 1. Consider 
the exact sequence 0 -+ Qn+r(F) --+ pn+l(F) + pn(F) -+ 0. By induction 
hypothesis, pn(F) = & @Q,(F) and hence is free Abelian. Thus the 
above exact sequence splits and we have pnntl(F) z 1”,(F) @ Qn+l(F). This 
completes the induction. Hence (ii) holds for all II 2 1. 
8. A NUMBER-THEORETIC APPLICATION 
Let f(t) be a polynomial in one variable t with coefficients in the field of 
rational numbers. We say that f(t) is an integer-valued polynomial if f(t) 
is an integer whenever t is an integer. The set F, of all integer-valued poly- 
nomials of degree < 71 forms an additive Abelian group with the obvious 
addition. Let integers p and p, both > 1, be given. Consider the set F,,,,, 
of all f(t) E F,, such that p / f(t + p) -f(t) for all integers t. F,,,,, is a sub- 
group of F, and contains pF,, . We define H,,,,, = F,,p,,/tcF,. 
8.1. THEOREM. 
H n,p,p G Hom&‘&J, Z,J, 
where Z, and Z, are cyclic groups of orders p and p respectively. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that PJZ,,) = 
Z[Y]/{Yn+r, (1 + Y)” - 1) and Z, = (0, 1,2,..., p - 1) with addition 
mod CL. Let p : P,(Z,) -+ ZP be a homomorphism. Consider the polynomial 
f(X)=d +B)+(?):)(y+B)+*** +($v(Y”+B) where B= 
{Y”+l, (1 + Y)” - l} and 
X ( ! = X(X - 1)(X - 2) . . . (X - r + 1) Y 1.2...r -* 
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f(X) is a polynomial of degree < n and it is integer-valued. If t is an integer, 
then we have 
i.e. 
f(t)=v(l +B)+(lt)~(Y+B)+...+(~)~(Y”+B) 
f(t) z ~((1 + Y)” + B) (mod ~1. 
Therefore, f(t + p) -f(t) = ~((1 + Y)l+p - (1 + Y)” + @(mod p). But 
(1 + Y)t+p - (1 + Y)” E B. Hence f(t + p) - f(t) = O(mod p). Thus 
f(X) E%,, . Consider the map 0 : Hom(P,(Z,), 2,) + H,,,,, given by 
0(v) = f(X) + pF,, . Clearly 0 1s a homomorphism. We assert that 19 is an 
isomorphism. Suppose that 8(v) = 0; i.e., f(X) E pFn . Then for every 
integer t, we have 
~((1 + YY + B) = fW(mod d 
= O(mod CL). 
Since 0 < ~((1 + Y)” + B) < p - 1, this implies ~((1 + Y)” + B) = 0. 
Clearly P,(Z,,) is generated by the elements (1 + Y)” + B, t = 0, 1, 2,..., n. 
Hence v = 0. This proves that 0 is a monomorphism. Next, letf(X) + pFn , 
f(X) EFn.,., be an element of H,,,,, . Asf(X) is an integer-valued polynomial 
of degree < 7t, it must be of the formf(X) = C:=,, a, ($j where a,, a, ,..., a, 
are integers. Further, we can assume that a, E (0, 1, 2,..., p - l} for 
Y = 0, 1) 2 ,..., n. We define a homomorphism v : Z[Y] + 2, by setting 
cpw = UT for r = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n 
0 for r>n+l. 
Trivially q~ vanishes on the ideal generated by Yn+l. If t is an integer, then 
94 + Y)” = v ($ (;) Yi) 
where it is understood that ui = 0 if i 3 n + 1) 
Similarly, ~(1 + Y)t+p = f(t + p). Hence ~(1 + Y)t+p - ~(1 + Y)” = 
f(t + p) -f(t) = 0 (mod EL) (because f(X) E F,+,+). This implies that q~ 
vanishes on the ideal generated by the element (1 + Y)” - 1. Hence v 
vanishes on the ideal B and so induces a homomorphism q* : P,(Z,J --f Z,, . 
Obviously 0(,*) =f(X)+pFn . Hence f3 is an epimorphism. This proves (8.1). 
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8.2. Remark. The structure of P,(Z,), for any integer p > 1, is provided 
by Section 3. Thus Theorem 8.1 enables us to determine the nontrivial 
integer-valued polynomialsf(t) of degree < n which satisfy p 1 f(t + p) -f(t) 
for all integers t. 
8.3. COROLLARY. If n and m integers > 1 and p is a prime, then 
H n,em,9~ z Pn(Z,m) @ ZJ for all Y suficiently large. 
Proof. By Theorem 8.1 
H,,nm,D~ e Hom#,&m), ZJ) 
E Z,Y @ Homz(Pn(ZDm), Z,Y) 
(because P,(Z,m) G Z @ Pn(Z,m)). Now Pn(Z,m) is isomorphic to a direct 
sum of cyclic groups of orders powers of p (3.24), and Hom,(Z,s, ZJ) z 
Z, min(s, t). Hence if Y is large enough, Hom,(P%(Z,m), Z,Y e Pn(Z,m). 
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